
MEASURES:

FEATURES

CAPACITY: 240 L (63 US gal)

WEIGHT: 30.8 lb.

COLORS: Green, gray, blue, yellow, orange, or red.

Length: 28.47 in.
Width: 22.62 in.
Height: 3 ft 5 in.

Volumes, dimensions, and other measures are nominal and 
may vary by approximately 2%.

STREET CLEANING CART
240 HD

CUSTOMIZATION
We can label it with the legend of the type of material 
or your logo according to your needs.
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DESCRIPTION
The material of the BAR-240 HD trash can is HDPE, whose strength 
gathers the highest conditions of resistance to hits and bumps; this 
produces a one-piece body without riveted parts that avoid stress 
points or fragility that affect its resistance.
› UV protection.
£   It has two pieces: body and lid.
£ Attachments to place a broom and a shovel.
£   A slightly concave lid avoids the retention of dust or water.
£ The lid has different input types to take waste, according to use.

£   A double handle on the lid for better discharge or storage.
£ Its conical body has a smooth interior and rounded corners that 
avoid the accumulation of residues.
£  Two PVC wheels of 8" fixed to an axle for better transportation. 

£ Low costs of investment and maintenance.
› It's manufactured under international norms and standards for 
working with an automated waste collection system. 

FUNCTIONALITY
The design of the container BAR-240 HD makes for an easy 
manual or automatic transfer of residues.
£ Since it doesn't have edges or defects, it facilitates cleaning and 
discharge. 
£ Its stackable feature makes it save on transport costs.
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